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Introduction

The problem

Ground-based testing is the primary
ment of space research instruments.
capacity verification and element cha
ting devices; - coordination between
calibration and tuning; development
reliability testing, etc.

In order' to perform this testing, we need systerps of sufficient comple-_
xity and methodics, quite often with capacity and requirements exceed-ing
those of the on-board systems. Thus, we provide th! possibility of an ade-
quateresearch of the circuitry potential and its optimisation..In order to obtain
and_ investigate the correlative links and dependenci{s between the physical
model and the experimental results, as well'as to firid out the virtual trite-
ria of estimating the tests and the extent to which they approximate the ac-
tual conditions, we use relatively conplicated and pdr,veiful soft- and hard-
ware facilities. I

A general purpose testing facility for
Fig. l The tested detecting element i
er with the charged particle source.
via microcomputer to the controllin
tector operational parameters and

The information obtained from
nic block, where it is subjecteJ to
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microcomputer. Simultaneously, the information from the vdcuum chamber and

ttre eleclionic block is suppfied to the control-and-measuring instruments:
analog-td-digital analysers,. oscilloscopes, etc. .)

Q"ecentl!, many llboratory and sbace research investigations,--related to
chalged pariicle r6gistration use 'cooidinate-sensitive detectors CSD, since
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attern of obtaining infcrrmation on the

ditrg on the particlq location on the
CSD. The distribution
is measured by the me
in the CSD devices, as
particle coordinates, i
electrodes, : '

The electronic circuit

em, requiredlor the laboratory tes-

FD) qf the type mentioned above,
ed as a three-channel, version in order

is the unit conn
curacy and rielo
ng and coutrol

essary conditions of adiusting an asyn-
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chronols_system to. a synchronous systenr for processing and
control. The amplitude analysis c to a great ,:xtent the- ade-
quate transformation of the part o a signal spectrum, i. e.
there is a possibility for the 

- rev constrriction 'of the initial
spectrum with sufficiettl accuracy. The-analog signal shape c,f the detecting
system and.the_ specific requirements quite often determine a mixed type
of structut'al-informative organization ofthe amplitude analysir; systems under

re performance.

tf l,::i&::11.3: i ii J3&:: i$: til ffi;
, which are the main element of the
fication qf 106-107 electrons per event
lution, fast perforlranc€: and iorv back-

ristics, together with the characteri-s-
onnected to the anode, define the cvcle

are: 
lysis, the main characteristics of which

high resolution. including processing of pulses of a width rarger than
200 ns:

fast performance, defined exclusively by the transformation time in
the analog-to-digital converter ADC. For ADC of parallel conversion'of time

jq9 fo1^tng gmplitude analysis is 400-
igital IC of 54. . . . series;.
of measurement, defined by the prin-

xl'.Ts, T"".1'"11:ru"i" :i "ffi ;;X"J ";;, liffl

up of the system into initial state. Th
tive CSA are fed to the inputs of the r-e
in turn, memorize the maximulTl amD
for driving ADC. The first "start" sisriz
tent by a unit. The counter content d"etermines the sequential cells of the RAM

istrate the digital code of the maximum
asurement cycle is rejec;ted r,vhen the
and the microcomputer shifts to a pro-
:rs the content from the two memories

mory. The processing of these
by the physical set-up of the
is the yield of the ratio_ 2a,

inum amplitude values of the pulses
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